
Renting a flat with Chinese roommate has many advantage

15006480550
路路路路路路112路
Qingdao,  Shandong  266000

Rent:  ¥1,500.00    Size: 200 SqFt

2 Beds   0.5 Baths    Corporate Housing

Deposit: ¥1,500.00  CNY

Property Description
Renting a flat with Chinese roommate has many advantages !

Well , if you don’t have a big family in Qingdao , and just need a room , sharing a flat with
Chinese is really worth , there are several advantages :
1. Save money . Generally , the monthly rent of a good room (a good room means , you will
share the flat with only one or two roommates , and the flat is fully furnished and clean ) is about
1200 rmb -1600 rmb .
2. Good for you to learn Chinese and Chinese culture . Once you come to China , learning Chinese
and Chinese culture is necessary , and if you share a flat with Chinese , you will have many
chances to chat with your roommates , and practise your Chinese , know more and more about
Chinese culture .
3. Better payment way . If you rent a flat , generally , you have to take ,at least , half year pay , I
mean, you have to pay the rent every half year ,sometimes it is too much for you ,yes ? But if you
rent a room , sometimes you can pay the rent every three months . That makes your life in
Qingdao easier , does it ?
4. No time limit . If you rent a flat , generally , you have to sign a long-term leasing contract ,
even you are willing to pay more rent , the landlord won’t rent you for a short-term (shorter than
half a year ) . But if you rent a room with Chinese roomates , you can rent it for only three
months , or only one month (of course , in this case , maybe the rent will be a little higher , but it
is totally acceptable ) .
Anyway , if you wanna rent a room ,contact me , and I will tell you or send you some suitable
rooms according to your requirements .

This is Kaka - always at your service! I've helped out innumerable foreigners in Qingdao, so I
know exactly what you need from a real estate agent – not only a good apartment, but also a
wonderful post-rental service.
Moving to China can be a stressful experience- you need to sort out your visa, accommodation,
cleaning, maybe getting a car, where to do the shopping etc... However, I assure you that you
can call me any time and I'll always be more than willing to take care of these issues for you.
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